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OASIS is a project co-funded by the Competiveness and Innovation Programme (CIP ICT PSP) 
of the European Union and its objective, to be developed over three years, is the development 
of open platforms, through cloud computing architecture, to offer a range of services to be used 
by citizens and Public Administrations. 
 
The project aims at providing Public Administrations with a development environment for 
interactive e-government services to facilitate the creation, dissemination, access to and reuse 
of information. In this context, cloud computing makes it possible to create large size 
databases, that guarantee high performances and quick access to data.  
 
The project groups partners from Bulgaria, France, United Kingdom, Spain, Italy and Turkey. 
The activity in Turin is focusing on the Registry of Economic and Production Activities, and on 
the possibilities to geo-localize the offices of enterprises, to help citizens that are looking for a 
job, thanks to the localization of the enterprises on the territory. The present service will evolve 
to be used also by other EU countries, starting from different data sources, and it will be made 
available on a Cloud computing platform to better comply with scalability needs. 
 
The Province of Turin participates to the project with two already existing IT applications: City 
planning, that is the map of all town planning schemes of the Municipalities of the territories and 
the territorial map of all economic activities, that makes it possible to acquire all the useful geo-
information concerning economic and production activities of a specific area of the province 
territory. 
 
CSI Piemonte is involved as a support to the Province of Turin, thanks to the experience it 
gained over the years in the development and management of applications for the Public 
Administration and cloud computing. 
 
 
Partners: Pôle Numérique (France) – Coordinator, Polytechnics of Turin (Italy), Zenexity (France), 
ATREAL (France), Province of Turin (Italy), EMDA (Turkey), Brunel University (United Kingdom), Blau 
Advisors (Spain), Municipality of Bussoleno (Italy), Engim San Paolo (Italy), Santer Reply S.p.A (Italy), 
Atol Conseils et Development sas (France) 


